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MULTIPARTY-CONTROLLED QUANTUMSECURE DIRECT COMMUNICATIONXiao-Ming Xiu *, Li Dong, Ya-Jun Gao, Feng ChiPhysis Department, Bohai University121000, Jinzhou P. R. ChinaReeived July 12, 2007A theoretial sheme of a multiparty-ontrolled quantum seure diret ommuniation is proposed. The su-pervisor prepares a ommuniation network with Einstein�Podolsky�Rosen pairs and auxiliary partiles. Afterthe seurity test of the ommuniation network is passed, the supervisor tells the users the network is seureand they an ommuniate. If the ontrollers allow the ommuniators to ommuniate, they should performmeasurements and tell the measurement outomes to them. The ommuniators then begin to ommuniateafter they perform the seurity test of the quantum hannel and verify that it is seure. The reipient anderypt the seret message in a lassial message from the sender depending on their protool. Any two usersin the network an ommuniate through the above proesses under the ontrols of the supervisor and theontrollers.PACS: 03.67.Hk, 03.67.Dd, 03.65.Ud1. INTRODUCTIONCryptography [1℄ is an important branh of thequantum information theory, whih enables two om-muniators to ommuniate in privay. Using the har-ateristis of quantum mehanis, for example, quan-tum entanglement, seret information an be seretlytransmitted between two users. Quantum key distribu-tion (QKD) is a proess whereby two legitimate users�rst establish a shared seret key through the trans-mission of a lassial message and then use this keyto enrypt (derypt) the seret message. Sine the �rstQKD sheme proposed in 1984 [2℄, many QKD shemeshave been presented [3�8℄.In 2002, a quantum seure diret ommuniation(QSDC) sheme was proposed in [9℄, whih permits themessages to be ommuniated diretly without �rst es-tablishing a random key to enrypt them as in the QKDshemes. Subsequently, the so-alled �ping-pong proto-ol� was proposed in [10℄, allowing the enoded bit to bedeoded instantaneously in eah respetive transmis-sion round. But it is inseure in a lossy quantum han-nel, as indiated in [11, 12℄. Also, the ping-pong pro-tool an be attaked without eavesdropping [13, 14℄.*E-mail: xiuxiaomingdl�126.om

The ping-pong protool was modi�ed in [15℄ for trans-mitting the seret message with a single photon in amixed state. A two-step QSDC protool using bloksof Einstein�Podolsky�Rosen (EPR) pairs was proposedin [16℄ and a QSDC sheme with a quantum one-timepad using single photons in [17℄ to enhane seurity ofthe ommuniation. To date, many studies have beenfoused on QSDC shemes [9�24℄.As a matter of fat, in the above shemes, the se-ret information to be sent an be read by the reip-ient only after the sender ompletes the transmissionof lassial information for eah qubit. It is neessaryfor the sender to send the qubits arrying the seretmessage to the reipient. Therefore, an eavesdropperhas a hane to attak the qubits in transmission toobtain the seret information or disturb the ommuni-ation without being found. Some QSDC shemes arepresented in whih no qubit is transmitted, using en-tanglement and teleportation (EPR pairs [21, 22℄, Wstate [23℄). A ontrolled quantum seure diret ommu-niation sheme using the GHZ state and teleportationwas proposed in [24℄.There are many QKD network shemes [7; 25�29℄,but a distrustful server an steal some informationwithout being deteted in these shemes. Two QSDCnetwork shemes with ordered N EPR photon pairs1291



Xiao-Ming Xiu, Li Dong, Ya-Jun Gao, Feng Chi ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 132, âûï. 6 (12), 2007were proposed in [30℄. An authorized user an ommu-niate with any other one in the network seurely inthese shemes. There are only two users (the senderand the reeiver) and the server in the network, andommuniation between the two users an only be on-trolled by the server. A multiparty-ontrolled quan-tum seure diret ommuniation protool is presentedin [31℄ using single photons.In this paper, a theoretial sheme for multiparty-ontrolled quantum seure diret ommuniation usingordered EPR pairs and auxiliary partiles is proposed.There are no qubits arrying a seret message to betransmitted; this sheme an avoid an attak on thequbits in transmission by an eavesdropper. Any twousers in the ommuniation network, whih is om-posed of many users, an ommuniate by their pro-tool under the ontrol of the supervisor and the on-trollers.There are three kinds of roles in this sheme. Thesupervisor is mainly responsible for the preparation ofthe ommuniation network. Any two users in the netan ommuniate under the ontrol of the others users.We all them the ommuniators. The rest users, whoare the ontrollers, perform measurement on their par-tiles to help and ontrol the ommuniation betweenthe ommuniators. The supervisor also ful�ls the on-trol funtion as the ontrollers do.This paper is organized as follows. The sheme ofa multiparty ontrolled quantum seure diret ommu-niation is proposed in Se. 2. Subsequently, in Se. 3,we disuss the seurity of this sheme. Finally, the dis-ussion and summary are given in Se. 4.2. THE MULTIPARTY-CONTROLLEDQUANTUM SECURE DIRECTCOMMUNICATIONMultiparty-ontrolled quantum seure diret om-muniation an be ahieved via the following steps.1) Alie prepares ordered partile pairs (Al; Bl),(l = 1; 2; : : : ; N) in an EPR state j�+iAlBl orj	+iAlBl , ���+�AlBl = 1p2(j00i+ j11i)AlBl ;��	+�AlBl = 1p2(j01i+ j10i)AlBl : (1)The EPR state an be seurely set up with entangle-ment puri�ation protools [32; 33℄, whih provides theway of proteting quantum states from interation withthe environment.

Then, Alie introdues an auxiliary partile se-quene (Cl; Dl; : : : ), (l = 1; 2; : : : ; N) in the initialstate j0i. Eah sequene ontainM partiles. She thenmakes an H gate operation on them. Subsequently, Al-ie sends partiles (Cl; Al) and partiles (Dl; Cl), par-tiles (El; Dl),: : :, (l = 1; 2; : : : ; N) through CNOTgates. In a CNOT gate, the state of the target bithanges if and only if the state of ontrol bit is j1i.After these manipulations, the system state of par-tiles (Al; Bl; Cl; : : : ) at Alie's loation an be writtenas j	i = j�M+2;li == NYl=1 1p2(jiM+1;li j�M+1;li+ j�iM+1;li ���0M+1;l�); (2)where i1;l; i2;l; : : : ; iM+2;l 2 f0; 1g, �i1;l;�i2;l; : : : ;�iM+2;lare the ounterparts of the binary numbersi1;l; i2;l; : : : ; iM+2;l, i.e., �i1;l = 1 � i1;l, �i2;l = 1 � i2;l,: : : , �iM+2;l = 1 � iM+2;l. The M -partile maximallyentangled state j�M;li (M � 2) satis�es the onditionsh�M;l ���0M;l� = 0;j�M;li = 1p2(jiM�1;li j�M�1;li++ j�iM�1;li ���0M�1;l�);j�2;li = 1p2(ji1;li ji2;li+ j�i1;li j�i2;li);���02;l� = 1p2(j�i1;li ji2;li+ ji1;li j�i2;li); (3)
where j�2;li and j�02;li are the two-partile Bell states.For example, ifj�2;li = 1p2(j00i+ j11i);then ���02;l� = 1p2(j01i+ j10i);if j�2;li = 1p2(j01i+ j10i);then ���02;l� = 1p2(j00i+ j11i):2) Alie sends the ordered partile sequene(Bl; Cl; Dl; : : : ) (l = 1; 2; : : : ; N) in sequene to therespetive other users (Bob, Charlie, David, et.) andkeeps the partile sequene Al herself. The otherusers tell Alie that they have reeived all the partilesequenes through lassial hannels.1292



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 132, âûï. 6 (12), 2007 Multiparty-ontrolled quantum seure diret ommuniation3) Alie randomly selets a su�iently large subsetof partiles from the partile sequene as the hek-ing sequene to test the seurity of the ommuniationnetwork; the other partiles are the ommuniation se-quene used to ommuniate between the ommunia-tors. This is the �rst seurity test (the seurity testof the ommuniation network). She asks the otherusers to measure the heking sequene using one oftwo measurement bases fj0i ; j1ig or fj+i ; j�ig, whihare appointed by her at random. The other users per-form measurements along the same basis on the sameordered partiles, and then transmit their measure-ment outomes to Alie. Alie tests the seurity ofthe ommuniation network depending on the measure-ment outomes of all the users inluding herself. Whenthe original EPR state is j�+i, the measurement out-ome j1i should be even. When the original EPR stateis j	+i, the measurement outome j1i should be odd.The measurement outomes of all the users should bethe same when fj+i ; j�ig is adopted as the measure-ment basis. If the error rate of the heking sequeneis reasonably low, Alie an trust the ommuniationnetwork; otherwise, she abandons the proessing.4) Any two users in the network may ommuniateunder the ontrol of the other users. We suppose thatBob and Charlie ommuniate with eah other. If theontrollers agree to ooperate with the ommuniators,they (inluding the supervisor) should perform mea-surements on their own partiles in the ommuniationsequene. After the measurements, they tell Bob andCharlie their measurement outomes.5) After reeiving the measurement outomes, Boband Charlie ask Alie to tell them the original EPRpairs that were adopted to prepare the ommuniationnetwork. If the original EPR state is j�+i, Alie trans-mits 0 to Bob and Charlie. If the original EPR stateis j	+i, Alie transmits 1 to them. For the seurityof ommuniation in privay between them, Bob andCharlie should test the seurity of the quantum han-nel. This is the seond seurity test (the seurity testof the quantum hannel). Bob and Charlie randomlyselet partiles from the ommuniation sequene thatsu�e for testing the seurity of the quantum hannel.We say that these partiles are the heking sequene ofthe ommuniators and the rest partiles are the odingsequene. Bob and Charlie perform a loal measure-ment on the heking sequene in their hands using oneof the two measurement bases fj0i ; j1ig or fj+i ; j�igrandomly. Depending on Alie and ontrollers' lassi-al information, Bob and Charlie an test the seurityof the quantum hannel. If the error rate of the hek-ing sequene is low enough, Bob and Charlie ontinue

to ommuniate. Otherwise, they abandon this om-muniation.6) If the seurity of the quantum hannel is ensured,the ommuniators may ommuniate by their proto-ol. For instane, they agree that if the sender's mea-surement outome is idential to the seret message tobe transmitted, the sender sends 0 to the reipient; oth-erwise, the sender sends 1 to the reipient. We assumethat Charlie is the reipient and Bob is the sender. Bobmakes measurements on his partiles in the oding se-quene, and sends the orresponding lassial informa-tion to Charlie through lassial hannels. That is, ifBob's measurement outome is j0i and the message tobe sent is 0, or the measurement outome is j1i andthe message to be sent is 1, Bob sends 0 to Charlie.Otherwise, Bob sends 1 to Charlie.7) Charlie an dedue the measurement outomesof Bob depending on his measurement outomes. Con-sequently, Charlie an dedue the seret message thatBob wants to transmit to him depending on the lassi-al message from Bob. For instane, if the lassial in-formation about the original EPR state is 00110101 andthe outome from the ontrollers is 11010110 (the signal�1� indiates that the number of the measurement out-omes j1i is odd, and the signal �0� that the number ofthe measurement outomes j1i is even), Bob's lassialinformation is 00011011. If Charlie's measurement out-ome is j1i ; j0i ; j1i ; j0i ; j1i ; j0i ; j0i ; j1i, he an deduethat Bob's outome is j0i ; j1i ; j0i ; j0i ; j1i ; j0i ; j1i ; j0i.Therefore, the seret message that Bob wishes to sendto Charlie is 01010001.Till now, the proess that Bob transmits the seretmessage to Charlie ompletes. Of ourse, Charlie analso transmit a seret message to Bob to realize om-muniation.Any two users an ommuniate if the other usersagree to ooperate with them in the sheme. The om-muniation an be performed under the ontrol of thesupervisor and the ontrollers. If they make no oope-ration, the ommuniations annot be made.3. THE SECURITY OF THIS SCHEMEThere are two seurity tests in this sheme.In the �rst seurity test, we suppose that an eaves-dropper, who is outside the ommuniation network,wants to steal the seret message. The eavesdropper in-terepts the partiles transmitted to other users by thesupervisor and resends her own partiles to them to im-itate the partiles she interepted previously; however,the viious ation an be deteted e�iently after Ali-1293



Xiao-Ming Xiu, Li Dong, Ya-Jun Gao, Feng Chi ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 132, âûï. 6 (12), 2007e analyzes the measurement outomes from the otherusers in the ommuniation network.If the �rst seurity test shows that the ommuni-ation network is seure, the dishonesty of other users(the ontrollers) an be found in the seond seuritytest. If the ontrollers know all the lassial informationin transmission in the sheme, they an dedue that thequantum hannel between the ommuniators is used.But the information annot help them obtain the se-ret message between two ommuniators beause theyknow no information about measurement outomes onEPR pairs by either of the two ommuniators. If theontrollers want to steal the seret message or disturbommuniation, their ation an be found by the om-muniators in the seond seurity test. If all the on-trollers want to disturb the ommuniation olletively,the result does so.There is some di�erene between the supervisor andthe ontrollers. The supervisor knows the original EPRpairs and her own measurement outome. Can shemake the sender and the reipient dedue the error in-formation about the quantum hannel between themby telling them the wrong lassial information? Forexample, if the original EPR pair is j�+i and the om-putational basis measurement outome of Bob is j0i,she tells the orresponding outome to Charlie. Thisannot allow the sender and the reipient to deduea wrong verdit from the above analysis in Eq. (3). IfAlie tells a wrong lassial information about the orig-inal EPR pairs, this an allow the sender and the reip-ient to dedue a wrong information about the quantumhannel. But it an be found by the sender and the re-ipient by omparing the measurement outome in theseond seurity test.If the quantum hannel is perfet and the ontrolleris friendly and ooperative, the seond seurity test isnot neessary, and an eavesdropper an be deteted bythe �rst seurity test.To summarize, two ommuniators an detet aneavesdropper and insure the seurity of ommuniationin privay between them via the above seurity tests.4. DISCUSSIONS AND SUMMARYIn summary, a theoretial sheme of multiparty-ontrolled quantum seret diret ommuniation is pro-posed. Any two users in the ommuniation networkan ommuniate under the ontrol of the supervisorand the ontrollers.The ommuniators an ommuniate after the su-pervisor and the ontrollers agree to ooperate withthem; they must know the original EPR states adopted

to prepare the ommuniation network and the mea-surement outomes of all the ontrollers. If any onedoes not ooperate with the ommuniators, that is, heperforms no measurement or tells the ommuniators awrong measurement outome, this ommuniation be-tween the ommuniators has no way to omplete.The features of the sheme are as follows. Some sim-ple manipulations are neessary in the sheme, whihare only a few quantum CNOT gate operations andsingle-qubit operations, whih ould be implementedusing tehnology that is urrently being developed.The measurement order of eah ontroller may be atrandom when they begin to perform measurement afterall the users reeive the partiles that were distributedby the supervisor previously in this sheme. The su-pervisor an inrease the number of users by inreasingthe number of auxiliary partiles and distributing or-responding partiles to them. That is, the supervisoran inrease the number of ontrollers before the om-muniators begin to ommuniate. The seurity testsensure that this sheme is seure and the seret mes-sage has not leaked to another person. With no qubitarrying seret message to be transmitted, this shemean avoid an attak on the transmitted qubit, but theapaity is restrited, an entangled state as a quantumhannel only arries one bit of lassial information ex-ept those used as the seurity test.In reality, noise always exists in a quantum han-nel, whih makes a hane for the eavesdropper to stealthe ommuniation ontent between the ommunia-tors. The sender and the reipient an adopt quantumprivay ampli�ation [34, 35℄ for improving seurity ina noisy hannel to realize the quantum seure diretommuniation.From the above analysis, we may dedue that thetheoretial sheme is feasible in reality in the near fu-ture.This study was supported by the National NaturalSiene Foundation of China (grant � 10647101).REFERENCES1. N. Gisin, G. Ribordy, W. Tittel, and H. Zbinden, Rev.Mod. Phys. 74, 145 (2002).2. C. H. Bennett and G. Brassard, in Pro. IEEE Int.Conf. on Computer, Systems, and Signal Proessing,Bangalore, India (IEEE, New York), (1984), p. 175.3. A. K. Ekert, Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 661 (1991).1294
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